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Item 7.01.     Regulation FD Disclosure.

On March 2, 2022, Newtek Business Services Corp. (the “Company”) held a conference call to provide an update on the Company’s August 2, 2021, announcement that it had entered into a definitive stock purchase agreement with
National Bank of New York City (“NBNYC”) and certain NBNYC shareholders to acquire all of the issued and outstanding stock of NBNYC (the “Transaction”), subject to certain regulatory approvals and the approval of the
Company’s shareholders to withdraw the Company’s election as a business development company under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. On that same day, the Company issued an investor presentation entitled,
“Update on the Pending Acquisition of NBNYC,” related to the Transaction (the “Presentation”).

A copy of the March 2, 2022 conference call transcript is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.1.

The March 2, 2022 conference call, and Presentation filed herewith as Exhibit 99.2, update the information and assumptions included in the Company’s investor presentations dated August 3, 2021, August 5, 2021, and August 10, 2021
(attached as Exhibits 99.2, 99.1, and 99.1 to our Current Reports on Form 8-K, filed August 2, 2021, August 5, 2021, and August 10, 2021, respectively) and the August 11, 2021 conference call (the transcript of which is attached as
Exhibit 99.1 to our Current Report on Form 8-K, filed August 12, 2021). The March 2, 2022 conference call and Presentation include updated financial information and projections not prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. The information contained in the March 2, 2022 Presentation is summary information that is intended to be considered in the context of the Company’s SEC filings and other public announcements that the
Company may make, by press release or otherwise, from time to time. The Company undertakes no duty or obligation to publicly update or revise the information contained in this report, although it may do so from time to time as its
management believes is warranted. Any such updating may be made through the filing of other reports or documents with the SEC, through press releases or through other public disclosure.

Newtek and its directors, executive officers and certain other members of management may be deemed to be participants in the solicitation of proxies from the stockholders of Newtek in connection with the proposal to withdraw its
election to be treated as a business development company (the “Proposal”). Information about the directors and executive officers of Newtek is set forth in its proxy statement for its 2021 annual meeting of stockholders, which was filed
with the SEC on March 13, 2021. Information regarding the Proposal and the persons who may, under the rules of the SEC, be considered participants in the solicitation of Newtek’s stockholders in connection with the Proposal, will be
contained in the Proxy Statement when such document becomes available. STOCKHOLDERS SHOULD READ THE PROXY STATEMENT WHEN SUCH DOCUMENT BECOMES AVAILABLE. The Proxy Statement may be
obtained free of charge from the Company and the SEC Edgar website.

By filing this Current Report on Form 8-K and furnishing the information contained herein, the Company makes no admission as to the materiality of any information in this report that is required to be disclosed solely by reason of
Regulation FD.

Item 9.01.      Financial Statements and Exhibits.
 
(d)  Exhibits.

Exhibit Number  Description
   

99.1  March 2, 2022 Conference Call Transcript
99.2 March 2, 2022 Company investor presentation entitled, "Update on the Pending Acquisition of NBNYC"
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Date: March 2, 2022 By: /S/    BARRY SLOANE        
Barry Sloane

Chief Executive Officer, President and Chairman of the Board



Newtek Business Services Corp (UPDATE) March 2, 2022 Corporate Speakers: �  Barry Sloane; Newtek Business Services Corp.; Chairman, President & CEO PRESENTATION Operator: Thank you for standing by. Welcome to the update on pending acquisition of the National Bank of New York City. (Operator Instructions) Please be advised today's conference may be recorded. (Operator Instructions) I'd now like to hand it over to your speaker today, Barry Sloane, President and CEO of Newtek Business Corp. Barry Sloane: Good morning, everyone, and thank you for joining today's call. For all prospective investors, current investors, analysts and all Newtek stakeholders, my name is Barry Sloane, President and CEO and Founder of Newtek Business Service Corp. Thank you all for attending today's call regarding an update on the pending acquisition of National Bank of New York City. I'd like to turn all your attention to a PowerPoint presentation that we have hung on our website, newtekone.com, N-E-W-T-E-K-O-N-E.com. Go to the Investor Relations section under Presentations and Events, and you'll be able to see a visual presentation. And that audio portion of the presentation will be archived for a period of time. A few housekeeping items first. On Monday, February 28, Newtek submitted to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency an application to acquire National Bank of New York City. We have also noticed the market by advertising in The New York Post and The Miami Herald. Today, the illustrations that you'll see here are consistent with the information that was submitted as part of our application to the OCC. With that said, I'd like to ask you all to please read and review the note regarding forward-looking statements on Slide #1 of the presentation and Slide #2 of the presentation. As you can imagine, when we announced the contractual acquisition of National Bank of New York City subject to shareholder vote and regulatory
approval, that occurred on approximately August 2 or 3. Since that time, Newtek has worked with its legal team, advisers and sub-advisers. We've had numerous presentations, pre-filings and discussions with the regulatory bodies, including, but not limited to the OCC, the Federal Reserve and the SBA. This period of time occurred over the course of 7 months. In a nutshell, without a vote and actual regulatory approval, what we're discussing today can be subject to change. We estimate that this transaction can be consummated in the third quarter of 2022. Both the regulatory authorities need more time. We'll endeavor to



 

work with them until satisfied and continue during that period as our current structure as a publicly traded business development corp. At this present time, I think it's fair to assume that the Board and the management team obviously believes in the transaction to acquire National Bank of New York City and believe it will be beneficial to shareholders. However, we will seek to obtain a positive vote through a proxy solicitation in the future. It's important to note that the company has had a history of delivering returns to shareholders that evidence capital appreciation, dividends and earnings growth. Historically, we hope that we've earned your trust and respect. We look forward to describing this potential acquisition so investors can understand the (inaudible) illustration of why the management and the Board, whose interest are genuine and aligned with shareholders, to contract to purchase National Bank of New York City. Now I'd like to turn everyone's attention over to Slide #3. Newtek has contracted to acquire National Bank of New York City, and we've entered into an agreement to do so. National Bank of New York City has approximately $200 million of assets as of December 31, 2021 for a $20 million purchase price. Please see the footnote. The deal value is approximately 1x tangible book value. The consideration will be 100% in cash. The anticipated closing, Q3 2022. And we plan on the bank operating as Newtek Bank & Trust, see footnote #2, which indicates that we'll need to get trust powers in order to do that. I think it's important to note the interest in acquiring National Bank of New York City. Newtek currently is a national lender. Newtek desires to be a digital bank and to be able to acquire deposits nationally. Newtek's business solution suite of services that many of you are familiar with as a BDC services businesses all over the United States. National Bank of New York City is a single branch network with approximately 25 to 28 employees
in Flushing, Queens. And we believe that, that bank would integrate very well with our existing assets that we'll talk about later on in this presentation. I think it's extremely important to note that we have a significant amount of additional expenses modeled in the acquisition to be able to manage the bank in a safe and sound manner as well as manage the bank holding company in a safe and sound manner. Once again, Newtek historically as a BDC is positioned to make our clients more successful. Positioning ourselves as a bank holding company and owning a bank. we'll be able to, particularly through the NewtekOne dashboard, the one dashboard that your business needs, we'll be able to give our businesses a tool that will make them better. We'll be able to, in an integrated format, create information systems back and forth that will not only help businesses transact online but provide them better information to be able to run their business each and every day. We believe this will be very valuable to our



 

client base. We believe, therefore, we will create significant shareholder value over the course of time. We'd like to go to Slide #4. We anticipate a well-capitalized institution. Importantly, you're primarily looking at 2 entities with respect to the acquisition of National Bank of New York City. One will be the new bank, which will be a wholly owned subsidiary of the publicly traded bank holding company. The bank holding company will elect financial holding company status. I think it's important to note in focusing on the bank for the moment, the national bank -- excuse me, Newtek Bank & Trust is currently structured in our thought process in this illustration as a smaller, clean, well-capitalized bank when you take a look at the capital ratios ranging from TCE, Tier 1 leverage ratio, CET1, total capital ratio from 32% to 42.3%. We previously had thought that it might make sense for us to put the non-bank SBA lender, Newtek Small Business Finance as a subsidiary of the bank. After conversations with all interested parties, Newtek Small Business Finance is better suited to be sitting up at the holding company in a runoff mode. And Newtek Bank & Trust will position itself as an SBA lender with the staff going into Newtek Bank & Trust to be able to do all new originations out of the bank or the old legacy portfolio of Newtek Small Business Finance will be in a runoff mode back up at the holding company. When you take a look at Newtek Business Service Corp., which is the publicly traded company, subject to proxy vote and shareholder approval, it will become a bank holding company or a financial holding company with $1.2 billion of assets, very well capitalized as well, TC ratio, Tier 1 leverage ratio, CET1 ratio, total capital ratio ranging from almost 21% to almost 25%. Once again, our illustration has us starting off with a June 30 date if that is the date that we would close this transaction, both a bank holding company, well- capitalized and a bank
subsidiary very well capitalized. Important to note, within the context of this transaction, it's the same businesses that have existed in the publicly traded company that we sit here today that are going into this new format. It's the same assets, the same liabilities, the same initiative, the same ability to generate what we've historically considered attractive returns on equity, however, in a different financial structure. Let's go to Slide #5. Earnings illustration. So this is an illustration of the financial holding company, which is the publicly traded company, consolidated new. I think it's important to note that within the context of the consolidated business, the ROAA and the ROATCE are high. This is very consistent with the types of returns that we've historically earned for our shareholders as a BDC. Obviously, this cost of funds for bank is typically higher than one would denote. Some of that comes from borrowings at the holding company, some of that from within the bank. This illustration has an estimate of full calendar year 2023 of after tax between $2.40 to $2.60 with the midpoint of $2.50.



 

I think -- and looking at this once again, real important to note, same company, same business, new structure. The pluses are, A, the ability to retain earnings; B, the ability to finance some of the growth with core deposits out of the bank; C, the ability to leverage beyond the BDC construct of 2:1; and four, the ability to optimize the technologies that we've built historically to acquire customers' process business and once again, very importantly, to give prospective banking clients, provided that we get the vote and get approved, to be able to use the dashboard. Dashboard will be used irrespective of whatever happens, bank, no bank. But that dashboard is a very, very valuable tool. And in a banking construct, we all know that the bank tends to be the center of the universe for most small and medium-sized businesses. So deeper in the slide, we're going to talk about the dashboard, the value of the dashboard and why this dashboard will wind up differentiating ourselves from other organizations. We feel very strongly about this. Once again, I'd like to point everybody to the footnotes at the bottom of Slide #5. Slide #6, an earnings illustration. I think this slide is important because it kind of gives you a feel for the breakout of where the business is, both at the bank and as well as the financial holding company. Within the bank construct will be the 7(a) lending, the 504 lending, CRE lending that we would refer to as conventional conforming standard CRE lending that would go into a bank and a banking contract as well as C&I lending. So these are the businesses that will be funded with core deposits. At the financial holding company, you've got the recurring income from the merchant solutions business, the technology solutions business, the NIA and the payroll. In our current illustration and based upon the historic conversations that we've had with all the parties, we believe that this particular structure and illustration obviously has prospects. And that's why we've
laid that out today so that we could share our thoughts and beliefs with the investment community. Moving to Slide #7. Peer benchmarking illustration, we think an important slide. As we talked about previously, and I want to note the information from this slide. The source is S&P Global Market Intelligence, and then we've got a lot of other market data. Please note footnote 1 to 5. So I think importantly, you could see that Newtek has historically generated as a BDC and illustrating its potential as a bank, high returns on average assets, high returns on average tangible common equity. And these are extremely important and valuable from a competitive perspective, looking at what we do versus what our peers would do whether it's sort of your standard old-fashioned small bank, fintech-enabled bank, extremely competitive in these particular areas. You could also see that after a year, we're still looking at Newtek, and this is obviously on a consolidated basis, as extremely well-capitalized financial holding company. When



 

you look at price times EPS, and I think many of you are fully aware where we trade times earnings as a BDC, and you look at where the KBW SMID Capital Bank indexes, fintech-enabled banks. And you look at the illustrations that we've given, we think that this could produce a very beneficial return for our shareholders, which is why the company has entered into the contract to acquire the National Bank of New York City. On Slide #8, I think it's important to note that we've got selective information from the balance sheet of the pro forma NEWT financial holding company and the pro forma NEWT bank. Once again, the important aspects to this particular slide and showing how we go from the existing NEWT to the De-BDC and all the machinations that are required to get up to a pro forma NEWT financial holding company and pro forma NEWT bank. You're looking at the publicly traded financial holding company, a little shy on a June 30 close. If that were to occur, $1.2 billion of total assets with total equity of $270 million. Now mind you, when you think about the conversion from a BDC to a C Corp, the value that we arrived as net asset value from the payments business and tech solutions business and all the other assets because those are not tangible assets gets diminished, however, still very well capitalized. And those businesses, which are not capital intensive, will sit up at the holding company and prospectively provide reoccurring regular income, very valuable. Note that the pro forma NEWT bank $240 million of prospective assets on June 30 close at $78 million of capital. So when you look at the capitalization of the bank at the close, you've got high ratios towards the bottom of the slide from 32% in equity to 42.3% in equity and a very well-capitalized bank holding company as well. Once again, I please ask everybody to read the footnotes on these particular illustrations. Slide #9 is an important slide. Some have said to me over the past 7
or 8 months, "Well, gee, you're going to need to hire all these people, and you're going to need to really put a lot of expenses on the bank that you haven't considered." Let me point out that we will be hiring a CFO of the bank. We'll be hiring a Chief Compliance Officer of the bank. We have already hired a Chief Digital Officer for the bank. And Nick Young, who is the Chief Risk Officer of Newtek Business Service Corp., is imminently qualified and is the proposed President of Newtek Bank & Trust and Chief Operating Officer. But Newtek has approximately 250 employees in lending alone that will go into the bank. So this is a full-service lending operation that's got capability beyond 7(a) and 504 lending. I think it's important to note that people such as Al Spada, who's President of Newtek Business Credit. He headed up the ABL division at Santander Bank. And Brian Lawn, who has been working with us in a variety of different areas in all forms of lending. Previously, he was a Senior Vice President and managed a commercial real estate regional portfolio for People's United Bank.



 

And Mike Ogus, who was a Director of Small Business Lending at BNB Bank, tremendous talent that we have in the organization, let alone people that have got 25 to 35 years' worth of experience in small business lending, the Virginia Wileys, the Gary Goldens, as well as all of our associates in the organization that will be going into the bank. So you take the technology, you take the people, you take the customer relationships, we are extremely excited about the opportunity and the plan that we have submitted, both to the OCC and the Federal Reserve and look forward to working with them over the course of time to get our approvals in place. I think, once again, it's important to note that historically, Newtek has used its technology to improve the client experience, to make our clients more successful and really to reduce what we view as a kind of bloated financial institutions infrastructure historically. Our technology has helped improve various different workflows. And the way that Newtek is currently set up, we are able to provide financing and business solutions to rural communities, urban communities, women and minority-owned businesses all across the United States in all 50 states. Moving forward to Slide #10. This is a slide that we've talked about relative to Newtek changing our corporate structure, which we did in November of 2014, where we converted from a C Corp into a BDC. We've recently reported in our recent shareholder conference call that over a window from July 15 to, I believe it was mid-January, we had shareholders that had a position in Newtek stock that went to 0. The total amount of those shares was approximately 6.3 million. That represents about 25% of the outstanding shares. People can draw their own conclusions from that. Slide #11, extremely important slide, the NewtekOne Dashboard, the one dashboard for all your business needs for our customers. So what we have here today are all solutions that currently exist
across Newtek. However, putting this in the form of our dashboard, our aggregation tool, is extremely valuable. So when you look at technology-enabled banks today or fintechs or whatever the market wants to call the (inaudible) banks, et cetera, et cetera, a lot of them are very much driven by the technology and the software to produce efficiencies and to help the client. I want to call your attention to, I guess, what I'll refer to as the left-hand side but someone could be the right-hand side. But the left-hand side of the dashboard, looking at the dashboard in the screen shot on Slide #11. One of the most important aspects of what we envision as the -- as Newtek Bank & Trust through the dashboard is the ability to have relationships with people. So when you get assigned the dashboard, you're going to have a relationship manager. You're going to have a payments specialist. You're going to have a lending specialist. You're going to have an insurance specialist. You're going to have a payroll health and benefits specialists and a tech solution specialist.



 

So you'll have a team of people assigned to the relationship, major value. Walk into a bank today in a branch, try to get somebody online, who's taking care of you? Already designated in the dashboard phone numbers, e-mails, ability to connect. Now beginning April 1 internally at Newtek, we will be adopting a policy where staff will be required to communicate with clients and open up their TV cameras -- so we will open up our camera, client doesn't have to. But we want our customers to know there's a person there, we're here for them, and the solutions are there. When you look at the dashboard, obviously, banks do a good job today of taking your money and if you qualify and you ask making a loan. I think that falls short of what the SBA defines as a 30 million business community out there. And that's what Newtek has really aspired to do over the course of more than 2 decades is to provide superior solutions, to do things better, to make our businesses more successful. The dashboard, we believe, is indicative of that. So by going on to the dashboard, one will be able to do many things. Some of them will clearly be analytical and informational. And as the dashboard continues to grow and we get to higher phases, it will be very, very transactional. Things that will be in the dashboard. One, payment processing data. So if, in fact, you're taking payments through Visa, Mastercard, Discover and American Express, you'll be able to see how much Visa, how much Amex, how much Master, how much debit, how much credit, what your refunds are, what your charge backs or you'll be able to look at batches. You'll be able to look at charges right in the dashboard. Payroll. You'll be able to go into the dashboard and make payroll. You'll be able to see your employees. You'll be able to actually see the money taken out for the workman's comp, health insurance benefits, 401(k). The Newtek Insurance Agency will be able to make offers to our business owners through
the dashboard in that particular area. Today, e-commerce is extremely important. Businesses want to look at their effectiveness of their website on a regular basis. So whether they host with us or not, we'll be able to provide them data on the dashboard of their website traffic, search data, balance rate, time on the site, number of visits, very, very useful, very, very important. Another important aspect of the dashboard will be what I refer to as corporate document storage. So what better place to have all your documents stored safe and securely but in a bank? By the way, these are all things that exist today. They all exist today within the Newtek world of product solutions and services so that a business can store their organizational documents, their LLC, their secretary certificates, their leases, their insurance policies, their (inaudible). Any important documents can get put there. In addition, the statements can also get put there.



 

This is a tool that we will roll out to make our clients more successful, make our clients better, improve the client experience. And we're going to do more for our business clientele than just try to take their deposits and if they qualify, make a loan. We're very excited also about the ability for the business owners to see the many different solutions. It gives us the ability to bundle and margin pool. We're extremely excited about the dashboard. Importantly, once again, when you think about Newtek, with these types of technologies and with a workforce that's historically worked in this manner before the pandemic, where you were able to deal with an inside specialist in each one of the categories, we are very well suited. We'll be able to grow our business, have it scalable, reduce expenses and make it beneficial to all of our stakeholders. On Slide #12. In conclusion, we have a diversified business model. And I say that, and I'm not sure people get it. We have payment processing revenue. We have tech solutions revenue. We have gain on sale from the SBA 7(a) income. We have spread income. We actually talked about our net interest margins on our SBA portfolio growing significantly. We're going to be able to grow all these businesses, including our nonconforming lending business at the holding company. We are extremely excited about this. We're not a new company. We have a proven track record, established in '98, publicly traded since 2000. Take a look at that track record on Bloomberg or any information. We've always done a good job for our shareholders. Over a 19-year lending history, we survived '08, '09 as a nonbank, same thing with the pandemic. We believe that the bank holding structure will be in the best long-term interest of the company, which is why the company contracted to acquire National Bank of New York City. Management's interest is very much aligned with shareholders. We have a significant ownership stake in the stock and believe
that this will be -- this acquisition will be beneficial to shareholders. We believe by changing the corporate structure, once again, we're not changing the business, but we're changing the corporate structure. We can broaden and enhance our access to diversify our financing, diversify our loan product doing conforming C&I loans and conforming commercial real estate loans in the context of the bank, which will reduce the dependency that we currently have on some of our current product lines. In addition to that, in a bank format, we'll be able to continue to service small- to medium-sized businesses all over the United States and rural, urban communities, women and minority-owned businesses.



 

We believe strongly that by adding all of our solutions to the NewtekOne Dashboard and if we get the shareholder vote and regulatory approved, put banking in there, our ability to cross-sell its business and financial solutions will be, we think, unprecedented. Unprecedented because a lot of people might offer the technology, but they don't have the people and the software behind it to fulfill it. It's sort of like your sales force, good luck, see what you can do to create it to fit it into your organization. That's not the case here. Importantly, the dashboard is a business engine. It's a business transactional information device. It makes clients more successful. We do it better and we look forward to the opportunity it presented to become a technology-enabled bank. Lastly, it is important that we currently expect, subject to regulatory and shareholder approval, to continue to (inaudible) dividends out of the financial holding company going forward. And that concludes our presentation today. Our goal today was to give the investment community up-to-date information on what we believe and imagine the bank and the bank holding company can be. Would suggest that you take your time, review the document, read the footnotes. Please look at the forward-looking cautionary language in here. And we look forward to getting out there reporting an attractive first quarter. We had a really great recent earnings report. And we're also very excited to announce that we have filed the application with the OCC. So everybody, thank you very much. I greatly appreciate your time and attention today. Have a great day. Bye-bye now. Operator: This concludes today's conference call. Thank you for participating. You may now disconnect.
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www.newtekone.com Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements 1 The matters discussed in this Presentation, as well as in future oral and written statements by management of Newtek Business Services Corp., that are forward-looking statements, including statements regarding our ability to close the pending Acquisition, obtain required regulatory approvals for the pending Acquisition and obtain shareholder approval to withdraw our election as a BDC, as well as projections, estimates and assumptions concerning the pending Acquisition, are based on current management expectations that involve substantial risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ materially from the results expressed in, or implied by, these forward- looking statements. Forward-looking statements relate to future events or our future financial performance. We generally identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “would,” “allows,” “outlook,” “seeks,” “desires,” “expects,” “plans,” “anticipates,” “could,” “intends,” “target,” “projects,” “contemplates,” “believes,” “estimates,” “predicts,” “potential” or “continue” or the negative of these terms or other similar expressions. Important assumptions include our ability to originate new investments, achieve certain margins and levels of profitability, the availability of additional capital, and the ability to maintain certain debt to asset ratios. In light of these and other uncertainties, the inclusion of a projection or forward-looking statement in this Presentation should not be regarded as a representation by us that our plans or objectives will be achieved. The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation include statements as to: the pending Acquisition and the benefits thereof, our future operating results; our business prospects and the prospects of our portfolio companies; the impact of investments that we expect to make; the ability to maintain key personnel and hire new personnel; our ability to expand our product offering; our ability and that of our portfolio companies to achieve their objectives; our expected financings and investments; our regulatory structure and tax status; our ability to operate as a BDC and a RIC; the adequacy of our cash resources and working capital; the timing of cash flows, if any, from the operations 
having no liquid trading market; and our ability to recover unrealized losses. The following discussion should be read in conjunction with the section entitled “Risk Factors,” and our consolidated financial statements and related notes and other financial information appearing in our quarterly and annual reports filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). We may not actually achieve the plans, intentions or expectations disclosed in forward-looking statements, and you should not place undue reliance on forward looking statements. Actual results or events could differ materially from the plans, intentions and expectations disclosed in forward-looking statements. We do not assume any obligations to update any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law. In addition to factors previously disclosed in our reports filed with the SEC and those identified elsewhere in this Presentation, the following factors, among others, could cause actual results to differ materially from forward-looking statements or historical performance: our ability to obtain regulatory approvals (and the timing of such approvals) and meet other closing conditions to the Acquisition; modification or termination of certain businesses to comply with regulatory requirements; delay in closing the Acquisition; the occurrence of any event, change or other circumstance that could give rise to the right of one or both parties to terminate the Acquisition; the risk that any announcements relating to the proposed Acquisition could have adverse effects on the market price of our common stock; difficulties and delays in integrating the NBNYC business; diversion of management’s attention from ongoing business operations and opportunities; our ability to operate as a bank holding company and the increase in regulatory burden and compliance costs; the attractiveness of our banking products to our existing customer base and our ability to cross-sell; any change in our dividend payout due to no longer operating as a BDC and RIC. These are representative of the factors that could affect the outcome of the forward-looking statements. In addition, such statements could be affected by general industry and market conditions and growth rates, general economic and poli

cause actual future results and other future events to differ materially from those currently estimated by management, including, but not limited to: the timing to consummate the proposed Acquisition; the risk that a condition to closing of the proposed Acquisition may not be satisfied; the risk that regulatory approvals that may be required for the proposed Acquisition, including but not limited to, the federal banking regulators and the SBA, is delayed, is not obtained or is obtained subject to conditions that are not anticipated or desirable; Newtek’s ability to achieve the synergies and value creation contemplated by the proposed Acquisition; inability to obtain shareholder approval to withdraw our election to be a BDC; our status as a RIC; the diversion of management time on Acquisition-related issues; unanticipated increases in costs; and changes in Newtek’s future cash requirements, capital requirements, results of operations, financial condition and/or cash flows.



 

www.newtekone.com 2 Special Note Regarding Projected Financial Information Projected financial information contained herein illustrates the potential effect of Newtek’s acquisition of NBNYC on our financial position and results of operations based upon management’s current assessment of Newtek’s and NBNYC’s respective historical financial positions and results of operations. Projected financial information for the combined businesses of Newtek and NBNYC is based on management’s current estimates, assumptions and projections and has not been prepared in conformance with the applicable accounting requirements of Regulation S-X relating to pro forma financial information, and the required pro forma adjustments have not been applied and are not reflected therein. None of this information should be considered in isolation from, or as a substitute for, the historical financial statements of Newtek and NBNYC. Projected financial information is unaudited and presented for illustrative purposes only and does not necessarily indicate the results of operations or the combined financial position that may result from Newtek’s Acquisition of NBNYC. All projected financial information is subject to change based upon, among other things, regulatory approvals of Newtek’s current business plan and other assumptions in connection with the pending acquisition of NBNYC. Newtek and its directors, executive officers and certain other members of management may be deemed to be participants in the solicitation of proxies from the stockholders of Newtek in connection with the proposal to withdraw its election to be treated as a business development company (the “Proposal”). Information about the directors and executive officers of Newtek is set forth in its proxy statement for its 2021 annual meeting of stockholders, which was filed with the SEC on March 13, 2021. Information regarding the Proposal and the persons who may, under the rules of the SEC, be considered participants in the solicitation of Newtek’s stockholders in connection with the Proposal, will be contained in the Proxy Statement when such document becomes available. STOCKHOLDERS SHOULD READ THE PROXY STATEMENT WHEN SUCH



 

www.newtekone.com Newtek to Acquire National Bank of New York City 3 1. “TBV” = Tangible book value; NBYNC to deliver $20mm of Tangible Common Equity (“TCE”) at closing after special dividend of real estate property and excess capital 2. Newtek intends to apply for trust powers in connection with the Acquisition ACQUISITION STRUCTURE Acquisition of 100% of Equity of NBNYC DEAL VALUE $20 million 1.0x TBV(1) CONSIDERATION 100% Cash FINANCING Debt, Equity and Cash on Hand ANTICIPATED CLOSING Q3 2022 CLOSING CONDITIONS Shareholder Approval, Regulatory Approvals and Closing Conditions OPERATIONS Bank Subsidiary to Operate as Newtek Bank & Trust, N.A. (“NB&T”)(2) MANAGEMENT At close, existing BDC Board and management to remain at the FHC; NBNYC board will resign and will be replaced; NBNYC management will remain in place with additional hires �  Newtek has entered into an agreement to acquire National Bank of New York City (“NBNYC” or the “Bank”), an Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (“OCC”) regulated national bank with approximately $200 million in total assets (as of December 31, 2021) for a $20 million purchase price (the “Acquisition”) �  The Acquisition is subject to the approval of federal banking regulators and the U.S. Small Business Administration (“SBA”) �  Newtek is required to seek shareholder approval to withdraw its election as a BDC. Thereafter the Company intends to become a bank holding company that will elect financial holding company (“FHC”) status



 

www.newtekone.com 4 Anticipate A Well-Capitalized Institution “CET1” = Common Equity Tier 1 Note: For illustrative purposes, assumes closing date of June 30, 2022 and regulatory approvals of Newtek’s current business plan and assumptions; earnings presented on a core basis (excluding impact fair value adjustments); earnings is projected and illustrative and there can be no assurance of the actual results of the BHC and NB&T; see also Special Note Regarding Projected Financial Information on p. 2. Illustrative Bank Subsidiary and Consolidated Capital Summary at Closing Newtek Holding Company Level - Consolidated NB&T Bank Subsidiary TOTAL ASSETS ~$1.2 billion TCE RATIO ~20.9% TIER 1 LEVERAGE RATIO ~19.5% CET1 RATIO ~24.6% TOTAL CAPITAL RATIO ~24.6% TOTAL ASSETS ~$242 million TCE RATIO ~32.0% TIER1 LEVERAGE RATIO ~32.0% CET1 RATIO ~42.3% TOTAL CAPITAL RATIO ~42.3% ( )$241mm $1,157mm ( )$226mm $1,165mm ( )$226mm $917mm ( )$226mm $917mm ( )$77mm $240mm ( )$77mm $240mm ( )$77mm $182mm ( )$77mm $182mm



 

www.newtekone.com 5 ROAA ROATCE After-tax Net Income Earnings Per Share 3.7 – 3.9% FY 2023 21 – 23% $57 – $62 million $2.25 – $2.45 +100bs Cost of Deposits Cost of Funds ~2.3% Deposits / Total Funding ~50% 3.9 – 4.1% FY 2023 22 – 24% $60 – $65 million $2.40 – $2.60 Profitability Targets ~1.9% ~50% “ROAA” = Return on Average Assets; “ROATCE” = Return on Average TCE. Note: For illustrative purposes, assumes closing date of June 30, 2022 and regulatory approvals of Newtek’s current business plan and assumptions; earnings presented on a core basis (excluding impact fair value adjustments); earnings is projected and illustrative and there can be no assurance of the actual results of the BHC and NB&T; see also Special Note Regarding Projected Financial Information on p. 2. Earnings Illustration: Consolidated NEWT in FHC Structure



 

www.newtekone.com Earnings Illustration – Additional Detail Total Revenue Bank Subsidiary $155 – $160 million FY 2023 Profitability Targets Operating Expense Bank Subsidiary $98 – $103 million Pre-tax Income Bank Subsidiary $35 – $40 million Total Revenue Other Business Lines $130 – $135 million Operating Expense Other Business Lines $80 – $84 million Pre-tax Income Other Business Lines $49 – $53 million Note: For illustrative purposes, assumes closing date of June 30, 2022 and regulatory approvals of Newtek’s current business plan and assumptions; earnings presented on a core basis (excluding impact fair value adjustments); earnings is projected and illustrative and there can be no assurance of the actual results of the BHC and NB&T; see also Special Note Regarding Projected Financial Information on p. 2.



 

www.newtekone.com 7 8.6 9.1 22.3 KBW SMID-Cap Banks Fintech Enabled Banks Commercial Finance Companies Est. Year 1 FY 2023 12.7 18.0 15.2 KBW SMID-Cap Banks Fintech Enabled Banks Commercial Finance Companies 13.1 16.8 14.1 KBW SMID-Cap Banks Fintech Enabled Banks Commercial Finance Companies Est. Year 1 FY 2023 1.10 1.51 2.18 KBW SMID-Cap Banks Fintech Enabled Banks Commercial Finance Companies Est. Year 1 FY 2023 Est. ROAA (%) NEWT vs. Projected Peers (2022E) Est. ROATCE (%) NEWT vs. Projected Peers (2022E) TCE Ratio (%) NEWT vs. Projected Peers Price / 2022E EPS (X) Peer Levels Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence, Factset Market data as of 2/17/2022 1. Based on SMID-Cap Banks under KBW Research Coverage (defined by KBW Research) 2. Includes select Fintech-enabled banks with 10% estimated ’22 – ’23 EPS growth (AX, CCB, GDOT, INBK, LC, LOB, MVBF, SI, TBBK and TBK) 3. Includes select U.S. exchange traded Leasing, Commercial Finance, Market Place lenders 4. Est. Year 1 reflects first 12 months of NEWT operations presented on a core basis; earnings is projected and illustrative and there can be no assurance of the actual results of the BHC and Newtek Bank & Trust 5. Presented as ROAE due to lack of available ROATCE data 3.5-3.7% 3.9-4.1% 18-20% 22-24% ~18% ~16% (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)(5) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) PF NEWT(4)PF NEWT(4) PF NEWT(4) Peer Benchmarking Illustration



 

www.newtekone.com Illustrative Financial Data (assumes closing date of June 30, 2022) 1 2 3 4 �  Adjustments from NEWT’s current reporting methodology as a BDC to reporting as a C Corporation, including consolidation of NEWT’s controlled subsidiaries, whereby assets and liabilities of controlled subsidiaries are presented directly on NEWT’s balance sheet. Corresponding fair market value of investments is eliminated from total assets, and fair market value of subsidiaries in excess of net book value is eliminated from total equity �  NBNYC balance sheet after giving effect for the permitted dividend in excess of tangible common equity required at close of transaction �  Impact of cash consideration paid, purchase accounting adjustments, and transaction related charges �  Impact of certain financing activities, assumed to occur at close 1 2 3 4 8



 

www.newtekone.com Sample of Existing Newtek & Portfolio Company Talent Pool with Banking Experience 9 �  Nicolas Young – Chief Risk Officer, Newtek Business Services Corp (Proposed President of the Bank) – 20+ years of banking experience – IBERIABANK – Executive Vice President, Chief Credit Officer – Banco Sabadell Group – Executive Vice President, Chief Credit Officer �  Albert Spada – President, Newtek Business Credit – 36 years of banking experience – Santander Bank – Managing Director, Head of Asset Based Finance Division – RBS Citizens Business Capital – Senior Vice President, National Sales Leader – CIT – Executive Vice President, Chief Sales Officer – GE Capital, The Bank of New York Commercial Corporation, Goldman, Sachs & Co. �  Brian Lawn – Senior Vice President, Credit & PPP Loan Forgiveness, Small Business Lending – 30 years of banking experience – Peoples United Bank – Senior Vice President, NYCRE Portfolio Management Regional Manager – BNB Bank – Vice President, SBA Portfolio Underwriting Manager – Community National Bank – Vice President, Commercial Lending – Capital One Bank, Sovereign Bank, Banco Santander, Independence Community Bank, The Bank of New York �  Michael Ogus – Senior Vice President, Credit Committee Member, Newtek Small Business Finance – 39 years of banking experience – BNB Bank fka Bridgehampton National Bank – Director, Small Business Administration Lending – Astoria Federal Savings & Loan Association – Assistant Director, Small Business Lending – Chemical Bank/The Chase Manhattan Bank, IBJ Schroder Bank & Trust Company, Lincoln Savings Bank



 

www.newtekone.com NEWT Closing Stock Price: 9/30/2013 – 6/30/2015(1) Stock Performance: Rotation of Our Shareholder Base Upon Conversion to BDC in 2014 1Adjusted for 1:5 Reverse Stock Split 10 $10.00 $11.00 $12.00 $13.00 $14.00 $15.00 $16.00 $17.00 $18.00 $19.00 $20.00 10/1/2013 Form N-2 filed to register Newtek Business Services Corp. as a BDC 10/22/2014 Shareholder approval for BDC Conversion received 11/12/2014 BDC Conversion completed 11/18/2014 NEWT completes $31.6mm common stock offering



 

www.newtekone.com NewtekOne Dashboard 11 TM



 

www.newtekone.com Investment Summary �  We believe a diversified business model can provide multiple streams of revenue �  We believe that we have a proven track record; Established in 1998; publically traded since September 2000 �  Newtek has consistently outperformed the Russell 2000 and the S&P 500 for over a decade �  Over 19-year lending history through multiple lending cycles; great depth and breadth of experience �  Newtek believes a BHC structure will be in the best long-term interests of the Company and all of its stakeholders �  We believe that management’s interests are aligned with shareholders; management and Board combined own approximately 5.0% of outstanding shares �  The Company believes by changing its corporate structure it can broaden and enhance its access to finance its growth that will be beneficial and accretive to its shareholders �  Newtek believes this transformative change can enhance its relationship with its channel partners and the underserved business community in the U.S. �  Newtek believes that by adding all of its solutions to its NewtekOne Dashboard™ can enhance its ability to cross sell all of its business and financial solutions with unprecedented ease �  Newtek expects to continue to pay dividends to its shareholders under its new structure 12



 


